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After leaving a decade ago, Angie Curtis has been called back to Harbor Haven, Maine, by her

grandmother, Charlotte, who raised her following her mother's disappearance when she was a child.

Her mother has been found, and now the question of her whereabouts has sadly become the

mystery of her murder. The bright spot in Angie's homecoming is reuniting with Charlotte, who has

started her own needlepointing business with a group called the Mainely Needlepointers. But when

a shady business associate of the stitchers dies suddenly under suspicious circumstances,

Charlotte and Angie become suspects. As Angie starts to weave together clues, she discovers that

this new murder may have ties to her own mother's cold case.
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Dollycasâ€™s ThoughtsThis is the first book I have read by Lea Wait. I didnâ€™t know about her

other series. I was on  searching for books to add to my Books Coming Soon page and the cover

just pulled me right in. The book arrived and story picked up right where the cover left off.Angie is

quite a woman as is her grandmother, Charlotte. To survive having your mother/daughter disappear

without a trace is just tragic. Then all these years later her body is found so very close to her home.

That is heart wrenching. Angie and Charlotte had moved on with their lives but they had grown

apart. Angie ended up in Arizona and didnâ€™t visit very often. When her grandmother call her

home her number one mission is to find the person who killed her mother. But her grandmother

needed her help with another matter as well. Once she is home the women pick up like they were



never apart and Angie starts to feel at home again in Harbor Haven. There have been some

changes, some good, some bad, but Angie learns you can go home again.These are 2

extraordinary characters and I was able to relate to them so easily. The needlepoint thread that pulls

the plots together is a strong one. I loved that both men and women were part of the Mainely

Needlepointers. Needlepoint can be very relaxing and challenging at the same time. Angie is barely

a beginner and her grandmother is the expert and the rest of the group falls everywhere in

between.The murder from the past collides with the murder in the present and Angie is like a dog

with bone as tries to untwist all the threads to solve both cases. As she does this she reacquaints

herself with the people of Harbor Haven. She gets together with her old friends and meets several

new residents.
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